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The Kellys'
dream home

Dreams sometimes do come true.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Kelly will tell you so.
For many years the Kellys lived in the Balboa Bay area

and thought of different things to incorporate in the hill-
top house they would build some day. They purchased 19
acres near Vista and, when Kelly retired from his work as
a civil engineer, decided to realize their dreams.

They took their basic concept and ideas to Larry Weir
and he adapted them to adobe construction. Under
Weir's supervision, the Kellys built their own home and
included all the stained glass, arches, dust-proof cabinet
doors and other dreamed-of things.

With the help of a Mexican craftsman and a few of his
countrymen they began making adobe bricks by mixing
oil and soil from their lemon orchard near the bottom of
their hill. The bricks — in three sizes, the largest weighing
40 pounds — were dried in the sun. They had to be turned
over frequently during this curing period.

I he walls of the house, inside and out, are all adobe
and little wood is used in its construction, except for
doors and ceilings. Most of it is fir — lumber salvaged
from an old warehouse. Much of the hardware was fash-
ioned by Kelly of chains from a Goleta oil field. Dark
terracotta plush carpets are used throughout.

The tile-like walk leading past pottery jars of geraniums
was manufactured by him. The squares were outlined
with strips of redwood and a mixture of cement and
silica, colored terracotta, was poured into the molds.
When the substance had dried, the redwood boards were
removed and the same mixture, dyed black, used to fill
the spaces.

Redwood chairs, a table and bench stand just outside
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Redwood chairs, a table and bench stand just outside
the entry area, which is flanked with large black wrought
,iron coach lights. An adobe planter holds a cascade of
greenery. An ornate vault of adobe bricks protects the
heavy double doors from the elements.

Tall arches are on either side of the interior of the entry
doors. A grandfather clock stands in one and the other
houses a larger than life-size statue of St. Francis of Assisi.
A hand-carved wooden bench from Mexico stands in the
hall, with a camel bag and two strings of bells hanging on
a nearby wall.

An eagle adorns the arched adobe fireplace, with its
wrought iron screen. A long sofa covered in a beige and
white material and two chairs upholstered in a beige, tan,
brown and blue fabric of Indian design are grouped
around a large square table in front of the fireplace.

I he arched windows along the back of the house give
views of the Pacific Ocean and Santa Catalina Island.

A large unpainted wrought iron chandelier, with its
candle-flame light bulbs encased in tall Mexican chim-
neys, hangs over the chestnut table in the dining area.
The buffet is of carved oak, topped with a sheet of cop-
per. Two raffia chairs and four covered with leather in
which cattle brands have been burned complete the din-
ing ensemble.

A game area, with round table and rattan chairs with
soft backs and cushions of terracotta patterned material,
is lighted by a stained glass lamp. Two arches, one
smaller than the other, meet at right angles behind the
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Free-form Jacuzzi Master bedroom

grouping. Books, Mexican and Indian art and other arti-
facts are displayed on their shelves.

The window in the breakfast room is decorated with a
stained glass California quail and poppies and a design of
avocados, oranges and lemons brightens the one in the
kitchen. A large adobe island in the center of the kitchen
has a work area covered in Italian tile patterned in terra-
cotta and gold and centered with a counter-top stove. A
large rectangular light above it is surrounded by an assort-
ment of hanging pans and copper molds. The cabinets are
of oak and the ovens are in the wall.

A landscape with trees hangs over the head of the bed
in the master bedroom. Covered shelves and drawers are
located in the headboard and the spread is a stylized
floral and bird print, which matches the upholstery on

two large chairs and the drapes which hang from black
wrought iron rods.

A washbowl in the master bath is handpainted with
small California quail, a motif that is repeated throughout
the room.

The guest room has carved furniture, matching drapes
and spread of an Indian pattern, a small writing desk and
a large adobe arch surrounding the sliding glass doors.

A free-form Jacuzzi and surrounding floor of Japanese
pebbles highlights another bath. The water pours into the
tub through a ceramic turtle and round ceramic faces are
used instead of conventional fixtures to turn it on. The
walls are covered with Mexican tile and the window is
located in an adobe arch.

Another guest room, with bath, is located between the
garages.
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Kitchen has a free-standing cooking area


